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ABSTRACT
While the availability and accessibility of cellular network connectivity have improved in recent years, our ability to diagnose and
debug network problems in this environment has not. One key
challenge is that many of the network problems occur near the
edge of the network where only mobile devices can perceive them,
but network and battery resources to conduct measurements from
these mobile devices are scarce. Traditional network measurement
approaches that use continuous, periodic, or random measurements
are either infeasible or ineffective in this environment.
In this work, we propose an alternative approach: triggering
measurements based on relevant device context such as signal strength
and historical performance data, which can inform decisions for
when to measure current network performance. This context can
be collected locally on the device as well as aggregated at a global
scale to schedule measurement based on data collected from multiple devices. By carefully selecting when to conduct a measurement, and using prediction to improve the likelihood that triggered
measurements will succeed, we can more reliably measure important network phenomena with less overhead. Using Mobilyzer [3]
as a platform for evaluation, we propose an architecture that is
sufficiently general to support a wide range of triggered measurement experiments. We demonstrate the use of this framework for
measurements on mobile platforms that are traditionally difficult to
capture, e.g., handoff measurement. Further, we can use the global
scheduler to predict which devices will likely satisfy the preconditions for the triggered measurement to improve the measurement
success rate.
Compared to previous work [2, 1, 4], ours is the first to propose
a general framework to enable context-triggered mobile measurement, leveraging both local and global visibility into context while
ensuring low overhead.

1.

DESIGN

We design a framework that supports triggered measurement
based on device context, including location, signal strength, movement and historical performance data collected from previous active measurements and passive monitoring. Figure 1 shows how the
global scheduler can trigger measurements based on global context,

Figure 1: Framework for context-triggered measurement.

including data from multiple devices and events from external
sources, such as outage reports. After receiving measurement tasks
from the server, clients will listen for corresponding context-based
events and trigger measurements once the precondition is satisfied.

2.

USE CASE

Context-triggered measurements facilitate efficient capture of
transient events. For example, handoff between different cell sectors or different access technology can have non-negligible impact
on network performance metrics such as throughput and delay.
Since handoffs are determined by the signal strength received by
the device from each cell, we can predict the handoff by monitoring
the signal strength context and trigger measurements only just
before the handoff occurs to understand its impact.
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